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 6 oqtomberi, paraskevi, 2017

0900_1100 registracia

1100_1130 _ konferenciis gaxsna, misalmeba _ Tamaz gamyreliZe (Tsu Teoriuli 

da gamoyenebiTi enaTmecnierebis saswavlo-samecniero institutis 

direqtori, saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnuli akademiis akademikosi)

 

1130_1230 plenaruli sesia

Tavmjdomare: TinaTin bolqvaZe

mowveuli momxsenebeli gela Carkviani, stalini da kandid Carkviani: dialogi 

sabWoTa enaTmecnierebaze (1949-1950)

1230_1300 Sesveneba

1300_1430 I sesia: niko maris Teoriis daisi 

Tavmjdomare: gela Carkviani

1300_1330 patrik serio, ra uTxra stalinma mars? (mimarTeba formasa da

Sinaarss/enasa da azrovnebas Soris)

1330_1400 TinaTin bolqvaZe, stalinis komentarebi arnold Ciqobavas statiaze 

1400_1430 germina gordienko, bubrixis „axali SesaZleblobebi“ rogorc 

iafeturi Teoriis alternativa 

1430_1500 Sesveneba

1500_1630 II sesia: tradiciebi da ideologia

Tavmjdomare: kamiel hamansi

1500_1530 aleqsandre maqsveli, waSlili panslavizmi: ian kolaris, ludevit 

gaisa da ludovit Sturis mcdari reprezentacia 

1530_1600 pablo postigo olsoni, generativizmisa da sociolingivstikis 

dapirispireba: lingvisturi polemikis (re)interpretacia socialuri 

cvlilebebisa da civi omis Suqze 

1600_1630 jorja pomaroli, fenomeni „samyaros rusuli enobrivi suraTi“: 

kritikuli analizi
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7 oqtomberi, 2017

0900_1100 registracia

1100_1230 III sesia: ideologiuri/kulturuli omebi da enaTmecniereba 

Tavmjdomare: karina vamlingi 

1100_1130 vitorio s. tomeleri, n. i maris afxazuri analitikuri anbani. 

evolucia, revolucia da enobrivi dagegmva 

1130_1200 aleqsei andronovi, mixeil popovi, „mimdinareobda demografiuli 

omi“: marizmis epoqis dasasrulis fonologiuri sesiebi ruseTis 

mecnierebaTa akademiaSi 

1200_1230 gvanca gvancelaZe, Teimuraz gvancelaZe, toponimikuri omis 

aspeqtebi sabWoTa saqarTveloSi

1230_1300 Sesveneba

1300_1430 IV sesia: enaTmecniereba politikur konteqstSi da mis gareSe
 

Tavmjdomare: patrik serio 

1300_1330 kamiel hamansi, afrikaansis istoria _ rogorc lingvistur xedvaze 

ideologiis gavlenis magaliTi 

1300_1400 iuri klaineri, zogadi da SedarebiTi enaTmecniereba ideologiuri 

konteqstis gareSe 

1400_1430 vladimir kurdiumovi, meoce saukunis enaTmecnierebis ideologia 

da aRmosavluri enebi 

1430_1500 Sesveneba

1500_1630 V sesia: ideologia rogorc enaTmecnierebis aspeqti da misi 
faqtori
 

Tavmjdomare: aleqsei andronovi 

1500_1530 alberto manko, gustav giiomis enaTmecnierebis zogierTi 

ideologiuri aspeqti 
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1530_1600 halina maciuki, ideologiuri faqtori ukrainuli sabWoTa 

enaTmecnierebis ganviTarebaSi: meoce saukunis 20-40-iani wlebis 

gamocdileba 

1600_1630 piter fogti, karina vamlingi, maka TeTraZe, kavkasiologiis pirveli 

aTwleuli osloSi: arqivebSi warmodgenili masalebis mixedviT 

1630_1700 Sesveneba

1700_1800 samecniero seminari
fonologiis fundamenturi cnebebi: segmentacia

ZiriTadi momxsnebeli: iuri klaineri

monawileni: patrik serio, aleqsei andronovi, mixeil popovi, germina 

gordienko,  daria filatova,  ariadna sapoJinskaia

8 oqtomberi, 2017

0900_1100 registracia

1100_1230 IV sesia: poetebi, enaTmecnierebi da ideologia 

Tavmjdomare: iuri klaineri

1100_1130 vladimir feSCenko, enis revolucia, revolucia enaSi Tu 

revoluciis ena? adreuli sabWoTa enaTmecnierebisa da poetebis polemika 

1130_1200 dodona kiziria, winaswarmetyvelis sami saxe 

1200_1230 ariadna sapoJinskaia, enaTmecniereba da ideologia „literaturul 

enciklopediaSi“ (moskovi, 1929-1939)

1230_1300 Sesveneba

1300_1430 V sesia: enis evolucia da ideologia 

Tavmjdomare: dodona kiziria 

1300_1330 SuSana Jabko, mecnieri da mmarTveli: n. mari 1924-1930 wlebSi 
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1330_1400 daria filatova, polivanovis xelnawerebi rusuli enis evoluciis 

Sesaxeb revoluciis periodSi 

1400_1430 lia qarosaniZe, ana xurcilava, sabWoTa epoqis qarTuli 

terminTSemoqmedeba 

1430_1500 Sesveneba

1500_1600 VI sesia: identobis formireba da lingvisturi ideologia 

Tavmjdomare: vitorio s. tomeleri

1500_1530 katrin m. hadsoni, lingvisturi ideologia da akademiuri praqtika 

1530_1600 marina beriZe, lia bakuraZe, eTnikuri mobilizaciis zogi istoriuli 

aspeqti dialeqtur kunZulSi (fereidnul-qarTuli enobrivi kunZuli 

iranSi)

1600_1630 elena simonato, svetlana kokoSkina, italiurenovani koleqtivebi 

Savi zRvis CrdiloeT sanapiroze: enebi da identobani meoce saukuneSi 

9 oqtomberi, 2017
eqskursia

banketi
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6 OCTOBER, FRIDAY, 2017

900-1100 – REGISTRATION

1100-1130 – Opening of the conference - Welcome address of Prof. Thomas Gamkrelidze 
(Head of the department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics of Tbilisi Ivane Javakhishvili 
State University, Academician of the Georgian National Academy of Sciences)

1130-1230 PLENARY SESSION

Chair: Tinatin Bolkvadze

Keynote Speaker Gela Charkviani
Stalin and Candide Charkviani: Dialogue on Soviet Linguistics (1949-1950)

1230-1300 COFFEE BREAK

1300-1430 I. SESSION: SUNSET OF MARR’S THEORY

Chair: Gela Charkviani

1300-1330 Patrick Seriot What did Stalin have to say to Marr? (The relationship between 
form and content / between language and thought)

1330-1400 Tinatin Bolkvadze Stalin’s comments on Arnold Chikobava’s paper

1400-1430 Germina Gordienko Bubrix’s ‘New opportunities’ as an alternative of the Japhetic 
theory

1430-1500 COFFEE BREAK

1500-1630 II SESSION: LINGUISTIC TRADITIONS AND IDEOLOGIES

Chair: Camiel Hamans

1500-1530 Alexander Maxwell Eff acing Panslavism: The misrepresentation of Jan Kollár, 
Ljudevit Gaj, and Ľudovít Štúr 

1530-1600 Pablo Postigo Olsson Generativism vs. sociolinguistics: (re)interpreting a linguistic 
controversy in the light of social change and the Cold War 

1600-1630 Giorgia Pomarolli The phenomenon of Russkaja jazykovaja kartina mira: a 
critical approach 
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7 OCTOBER, SATURDAY, 2017

900-1100 – REGISTRATION

1100-1230 III SESSIONS: IDEOLOGICAL/ CULTURAL WARS AND LINGUISTICS

Chair: Karina Vamling

1100-1130 Vittorio S. Tomelleri The Abkhaz analytical alphabet of N. Ja. Marr. Evolution, 
revolution and language planning 

1130-1200 Aleksey Andronov, Mikhail Popov “Demagogic war was underway”: 
phonological sessions of the Russian academy of sciences on the sunset of Marrism epoch 

1200 – 1230 Gvantsa Gvantseladze, Teimuraz Gvantseladze Aspects of toponymic war in 
Soviet Georgia 

12.30-13.00 COFFEE BREAK

1300-1430 IV SESSION: LINGUISTICS WITHIN AND WITHOUT 
IDEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Chair: Patrick Seriot

1300 – 1330 Camiel Hamans The history of Afrikaans, an example of how ideology infl uences 
the view on a language 

1330-1400 Yuri Kleiner General and comparative linguistics without ideological context 

1400-1430 Vladimir Kurdyumov Ideology of linguistics in XX century and oriental languages

1430-1500 COFFEE BREAK

1500-1630 V SESSION: IDEOLOGY AS ASPECT OF LINGUISTICS AND ITS 
FACTOR

Chair: Aleksey Andronov

1500-1530 Alberto Manco Some ideological aspects in Gustave Guillaume’s linguistics

1530-1600 Halyna Matsyuk Ideological factor in the development of Ukrainian Soviet 
linguistics: the experience of the 20s-40s of the 20th century 
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1600-1630 Peter Vogt, Karina Vamling, Maka Tetradze The fi rst decade of Caucasology in 
Oslo as refl ected in the archives

1630-1700 COFFEE BREAK

1700-1800 WORKSHOP
FUNDAMENTAL NOTIONS OF PHONOLOGY: SEGMENTATION 

Main Presenter: Yuri Kleiner
Participants: Patrick Seriot, Aleksey Andronov, Mikhail Popov, Germina Gordienko, Daria 
Filatova, Ariadna Sapozhinskaya

8 OCTOBER, SUNDAY, 2017

900-1100 – REGISTRATION

1100-1230 IV SESSION: POETS, LINGUISTS AND IDEOLOGY

Chair: Yuri Kleiner

1100-1130 Vladimir Feshchenko Revolution of language, revolution in language or the 
language of revolution? The disputes of early Soviet linguists and poets 

1130-1200 Dodona Kiziria Three images of Prophet

1200-1230 Ariadna Sapozhinskaya Linguistics and ideology in “Literary Encyclopedia” 
(Moscow, 1929–1939)

1230-1300 COFFEE BREAK

1300-1430 V SESSION: LANGUAGE EVOLUTION, IDEOLOGY AND 
MANAGEMENT

Chair: Dodona Kiziria

1300-1330 Shushana Zhabko Scientist and manager: N. Marr in 1924-1930

1330-1400 Daria Filatova Polivanov’s manuscripts on the evolution of the Russian language 
during the revolutionary period
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1400-1430 Lia Karosanidze, Ana Khurtsilava Terminology work of the Soviet era

1430-1500 COFFEE BREAK

1500-1630  VI SESSION: IDENTITY FORMATION AND LINGUISTIC 
IDEOLOGIES

Chair: Vittorio S. Tomelleri 

1500-1530 Kathryn M. Hudson Linguistic ideologies and academic practice 

1530-1600 Marina Beridze, Lia Bakuradze Some historical aspects of ethnic mobilization in 
a dialect island (Fereydanian as a Georgian Language Island in Iran) 

1600-1630 Elena Simonato, Svetlana Kokoshkina Italian-speaking communities on the 
northern Black sea coast: languages and identities across the 20th century

9 OCTOBER, 2017

Excursion
Banquet
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aleqsei andronovi, mixeil popovi
peterburgis universiteti, ruseTi

„mimdinareobda demografiuli omi“: marizmis epoqis dasasrulis fonologiuri 

sesiebi ruseTis mecnierebaTa akademiaSi

ALEKSEY ANDRONOV, MIKHAIL POPOV
St. Petersburg State University, Russia
baltistica@gmail.com; popov_mb@list.ru

“Demagogic war was underway”: 
Phonological sessions of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

on the sunset of Marrism epoch1

On January 5–11, 1949, the Russian Academy of Sciences organized in Leningrad a session 
devoted to the history of science. The occasion was 200th anniversary of the fi rst specialized re-
search institute in Russia, the Chemistry Laboratory of Mikhail Lomonosov established in 1748. 
The aim of the session was to proclaim the leading role of Russian and Soviet scholars and, con-
cordantly with the spirit of the time, diminish that of Western science. Although proceedings of 
the Session were published as a huge volume entitled Voprosy istorii otečestvennoj nauki [Prob-
lems of the History of Russian Science] (1949; 911 pp.) and a separate issue of the Herald of the 
Academy of Sciences (no. 2, 1949) was devoted to reviewing the Session, only one printed line 
there mentions four papers on the problem of the phoneme at the meeting of the Department of 
literature and language (January 6 and 8). These four papers, however, were followed by a large-
scale discussion continued in March (14–16), after the Session. Curiously enough, no mention 
of these meetings is given by the chronicle in the Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences, De-
partment of Literature and Language, for 1949. Shorthand records of the two sessions preserved 
in the Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow (fund 456, inventory 1, fi les 228, 
230, 231, 232; more than 300 pages) are subject to analysis in the present talk.

The four papers presented in January were by Lev Zinder (Nikolaj Marr and the Doctrine of 
Phoneme), Ruben Avanesov (On the Main Principles of the Theory of Phoneme), Petr Kuzne-
cov (Problems of Historical Phonology), and Lev Žirkov (Phoneme, Its Variants and the Strong 
Position of Phonemes). The meeting in March was introduced by talks of Nikolaj Jakovlev 
and Timofej Lomtev. Many scholars took part in the discussion that followed the presenta-
tions (Valentin Avrorin, Stepan Barxudarov, Boris Bratus’, Dmitrij Bubrix, Vera Cincius, Ag-
nija Desnickaja, Fedot Filin, Nadežda Grinkova, Solomon Kacnel’son, Vasilij Lytkin, Mixail 
Mal’cev, Margarita Matusevič, Georgij Serdjučenko, Nikolaj Jakovlev, etc.). 

Although the contemporaries’ memories of those ideologically driven sessions are mostly 
negative (cf. Avanesov: “The Pogrom was terrible”, Reformatsky: “Demagogic war was uder-
way”), study of the archival materials sheds light on the further development of phonology in 
the Soviet Union. Moscow school was attacked for idealism, closeness to structuralist ideas of 
Prague linguists and insuffi  cient loyalty to Marr’s “New Doctrine of Language”. This charge, 
however, was shortly dismissed as a result of the defeat of Marr’s teaching in 1950. The new situ-
ation in linguistics became favorable for the Moscowite’s unfair reproach to Leningrad (Ščerba) 
phonology of physicalism, the lack of properly linguistic analysis and adherence to Marrism.

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042) and Russkiy Mir Foundation 
(grant nr. 1672Гр/II-246-17).
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marina beriZe, lia bakuraZe
arn. Ciqobavas saxelobis enaTmecnierebis instituti, Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

marineberidze@yahoo.com; l.bakuradze@gmail.com; lia.bakuradze@tsu.ge

eTnikuri mobilizaciis zogi istoriuli aspeqti dialeqtur kunZulSi 

(fereidnuli-qarTuli enobrivi kunZuli iranSi)

qarTuli enobrivi kunZuli iranSi Camoyalibda iZulebiTi, masobrivi mi-

graciis ramdenime talRis Sedegad da daaxloebiT 400 welia arsebobs ispah-

anis maxloblad, fereidanis provinciaSi.

rogorc cnobilia, enobrivi kunZulis ganviTarebaSi erT-erTi mniSvnelo-

vani faqtoria birTvul kulturul arealTan _ istoriul samSoblosTan 

enobrivi da kulturuli kavSirebis saxe da intensivoba.

pirdapiri cnobebi imis Sesaxeb, hqonda Tu ara qarTul enobriv kunZuls 

iranSi saqarTvelosTan raime saxis kavSiri XIX saukunis bolomde _ aqtiuri 

mimosvla, kulturuli Tu sxva raime saxis kontaqti, samwuxarod, ar mogve-

poveba. gvaqvs mxolod iribi cnobebi, iranSi moRvawe an mcxovreb qarTuli 

warmomavlobis sxvadasxva istoriul pirovnebasTan `kunZulelTa~ SesaZlo 

urTierTobasa da damokidebulebaze.

didi migraciis Sesaxeb `mexsiereba~ arc istoriul samSobloSia maincda-

mainc aqtiuri. Tu mwir saistorio wyaroebs ar CavTvliT, me-19 saukunis bo-

lomde TiTqmis aravis axsovs Sah-abasis mier gadaxvewili qarTvelebi. yovel 

SemTxvevaSi es Tema ar moxvedrila am saukunis mdidari da erovnul prob-

lematikaze fokusirebuli publicistikis mTavar TemaTa Soris.

mecxramete saukunis 80-iani wlebidan Cndeba cnobebi kunZulelTa kon-

taqtebze istoriul samSoblosTan. naSromSi gamoTqmulia mosazreba, rom 

amgvari kontaqtebi iqca fereidnul TemSi eTnikuri mobilizaciis impulse-

bad. 

xSirad es kontaqtebi sxvadasxva politikuri jgufebis mier Cans inicire-

buli.

sxvadasxva dros aseT mobilizacias biZgs aZlevda calkeul mogzaurTa 

vizitebi Tu samecniero mizniT mowyobili eqspediciebic da is ZiriTadad 

enobrivi mexsierebis aRdgeniTa da gaaqtiurebiT gamoxateboda.

naSromSi ganvixilavT axladgamoqveynebul masalebs, romlebic aSkaras 

xdis, rom sabWoTa saxelmwifos politikuri interesebi iranSi iTvaliswineb-

da iranis qarTul mosaxleobaSi eTnikuri mobilizaciis xelSewyobas da sa-

kuTari politikuri miznebisTvis maT gamoyenebas. kerZod, es aris cnobili 

qarTveli mkvlevaris, simon janaSias angariSi iranSi mcxovrebi qarTvelebis 

Sesaxeb. agreTve, saarqivo masalaSi bolo wlebSi aRmoCenili ramdenime sabWo-

Ta funqcioneris mimowera kremlTan. am masalebis analizi gvafiqrebinebs, 

rom eTnikuri mobilizacia, romelmac gamoiwvia erovnuli identobis wrTo-

bis axali talRa fereidanis qarTul mosaxleobaSi, iyo regionSi sabWoTa 

kavSiris ideologiuri aqtivobis iribi, magram Zalian efeqturi Sedegi. 
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Some historical aspects of ethnic mobilization in a dialect island 
(Fereydanian as a Georgian language island in Iran)

The Georgian language island in Iran shaped as a result of several waved forced mass mi-
grations and, for about 400 years, its has existed in the province of Fereydan, near the city of 
Isfahan. 

As it has been known, one of the most signifi cant factors in the development of a language 
island is a kind and intensity of linguistic and cultural links with one’s historical homeland as 
a core cultural area. 

Unfortunately, there no immediate sources informing whether the Georgian language island 
in Iran had any kind of links, active communication, cultural or other contacts, with Georgia 
until the late 19th century. There is only direct evidence about “islanders” possible relations 
with and attitudes to various historical personalities of Georgian descent living in Iran. 

“Memories” of the great migration has hardly been lively in the homeland either. Disregard-
ing scarce historical evidence, until the late 19th century, almost no one remembered the Geor-
gians exiled by Shah Abbas. At any rate, the topic in question has not appeared among those 
focused by the diverse and nationally-concerned periodicals of the century. 

Since the 1880, there appeared some information about islanders’ contacts with the historical 
homeland. The paper assumes that such contacts became an impulse for ethnic mobilization in 
the Fereydanian community. 

Frequently, those contacts seemed to have been initiated by various political groups. 
At various periods of time, such mobilization was endorsed by either individual travelers’ 

visits or scientifi c expeditions, predominantly expressed in restoring and activation of language 
memory.

The paper discussed new published data making clear that political interests of the Soviet 
Union envisaged facilitation of ethnic mobilization among the Georgian population of Iran and 
their use for own political aims. Specifi cally, this is Simon Janashia’s, famous Georgian scholar, 
report about Georgians living in Iran. Besides, there are some Soviet functionaries’ correspon-
dence with the Kremlin, recently discovered in archival materials. Analyses of the data in point 
allow us infer that ethnic mobilization, having caused a new wave of forging of national identity 
of the Georgian inhabitants of Fereydan, was an oblique but a very eff ective outcome of the 
Soviet Union’s activities in the region. 
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stalinis komentarebi arnold Ciqobavas statiaze

saqarTvelos Sinagan saqmeTa saministoros saarqivo sammarTveloSi (yo-

fil partiul arqivSi) inaxeba saqme (fondi #14, saqme #476, aRwera #23, 

yuTi #38), romelic moicavs arnold Ciqobavas ori samecniero statias. es 

statiebi saqarTvelos komunisturi partiis centraluri komitetis agitaci-

isa da propagandis ganyofilebas miuRia 1949 wlis 21 aprils. erT-erTi am 

statiebidan aris manqanaze rusulad gadabeWdili naSromi niko maris sta-

dialuri Teoriis Sesaxeb. am statiaSi aRZruli sakiTxebi meordeba kandid 

Carkvianis mier stalinisaTvis 1949 wlis 27 dekembers miweril special-

ur werilSi sabWoTa enaTmecnierebaSi Seqmnili mdgomareobis Sesaxeb. 1950 

wels stalinis interesi Zlierdeba niko maris iafeturi Teoriis kritikis 

mimarT. rogorc saarqivo masalebi aCvenebs, stalinma sul mcire orjer mainc 

waikiTxa arnold Ciqobavas statia, sanam igi gazeT „pravdaSi“ daibeWdeboda 

1950 wlis 9 maiss. amas aCvenebs ruseTis socialur-politikuri istoriis 

saxelmwifo arqivSi daculi dokumentebi, romelTa mopovebaSi daxmarebisaT-

vis did madlobas vuxdiT prof. eTan poloks. moxsenebaSi ganixileba arn. 

Ciqobavas statiisaTvis stalinis mier gakeTebuli komentarebi, maTi Sinaarsi 

da xasiaTi.

TINATIN BOLKVADZE
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Stalin’s comments on Arnold Chikobava’s paper

The Archives Department of the Ministry of Internal Aff airs of Georgia (Form No. 14, Case 
No. 476, Description No. 23, Box No. 38) owns two scholarly articles by Arnold Chikobava. 
These articles were received from the author by the propaganda department of the Communist 
Party of Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia on April 21, 1949. Some of the problems raised 
in this article are repeated in a special letter by Candide Charkviani to Stalin on December 27, 
1949 about the situation in Soviet linguistics. Stalin’s interest in criticizing N. Marr’s Japhetic 
theory grew strongly in 1950. The archival materials, stored in the Russian National Archive of 
Social and Political History, show that Stalin had read Arnold Chikobava’s article at least twice, 
before it was published in the newspaper “Pravda” on May 9, 1950. I am thankful to Professor 
Ethan Pollock, who has helped me to get the archival data. The paper will discuss Stalin’s com-
ments on Arn. Chikobava’s paper, their content and character.
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stalini da kandidi Carkviani: dialogi sabWoTa enaTmecnierebaze (1949-1950)

1945 wels maris Teoriis SecdomebiT stalinis dainteresebis pirveli 

warumatebeli mcdelobidan samweliwad-naxevris Semdeg kandidi Carkvians sa-

Sualeba mieca kidev erTxel, ufro momzadebuli dabruneboda am sakiTxs. 1949 

wels k. Carkviani gamoiZaxes moskovSi, rogorc stalinis 70 wlis saiubileo 

komitetis wevri. man dawera werili sabWoTa enaTmecnierebis mdgomareobaze 

da gadasca stalinis TanaSemwes, poskrebiSevs. ramdenime Tvis ganmavlobaSi 

stalini ara Tu ar pasuxobda am werils, arc ki axsenebda CarkvianTan sxva-

dasxva sakiTxze Sexvedrebis dros. mxolod 1950 wlis aprilSi dainteresda 

stalini am werilis detaluri ganxilviT. k. Carkvianma sTxova prof. arn. 

Ciqobavas xleboda mas da ramdenime dRis Semdeg isini ukve stalinis agarakze 

msjelobdnen enaTa klasifikaciis mariseul meTodze. „es ar aris adgilo-

brivi, qarTuli sakiTxi“, _ Tqva stalinma, _ „Cven es centralur presaSi unda 

gamovaqveynoT.“ gadawyda, rom Ciqobava unda darCeniliyo moskovSi da moemza-

debina statia dasabeWdad. rac Seexeba originalur werils, romliTac daiwyo 

es procesi, stalinma igi daubruna Carkvians ucnauri mowiTalo-moyavisfro 

fanqriT dawerili SeniSvnebiT. aseTi feris fanqars iyenebda, Cveulebriv, 

stalini. 1950 wlis 9 maiss gazeTma „pravdam“ or gverdze meti dauTmo arn. 

Ciqobavas statias. es gaxda sawyisi wertili saxelganTqmuli `sabWoTa enaT-

mecnierebis problemebisadmi miZRvnili diskusiisa“, romelSic mniSvnelovan 

rols TviTon stalini TamaSobda.
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Stalin and Candide Charkviani: Dialogue on Soviet linguistics (1949-1950)

It was three and a half years after the fi rst conversation with Stalin on the inaccuracies of 
Marr’s Japhetic Theory, that Candide Charkviani was able to get back to the issue. His initial 
attempt in 1945 to get Stalin interested had failed. Now he was prepared to try once more. In 
December 1949 he was summoned to Moscow to serve on Stalin’s 70th Anniversary Cele-
bration Committee. While there, he wrote a relevant letter and handed it to Stalin’s assistant 
Poskrebishev. For a few months Stalin did not respond and, in fact, did not even mention the 
letter to Charkviani, even though they had met to discuss other matters on several occasions. It 
was only in April 1950 that he fi nally called in the late hours, as usual. Stalin had read the letter 
and deemed it worth discussing in detail. Charkviani asked professor Chikobava to accompany 
him and in a few days they were at Stalin’s dacha talking about Marr’s classifi cation of lan-
guages. “This is not a local Georgian issue”- said Stalin. “We should put it on the pages of the 
central press.” It was decided that Chikobava would remain in Moscow and prepare the article 
for publication. As for the original letter which had actually initiated the process, Stalin gave it 
back to Charkviani all freckled with remarks in his vintage red-brown pencil. On May 9, 1950 
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“Pravda” allocated more than two pages for Chikobava’s article. This was the starting point for 
the notorious “discussion on the problems of Soviet linguistics” in which Stalin himself took a 
conspicuous part.
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Revolution of language, revolution in language or the language of revolution?
The disputes of early Soviet linguists and poets

The birth of a new language of poetry in post-revolutionary Russia was realized and concep-
tualized as a “revolution” for philologists close to futurism. Yu. Tynyanov, using the example 
of V. Khlebnikov, notes the connection between methods of literary revolution and historical 
revolution [Tynyanov 2002 (1928): 373]. For Khlebnikov himself, the word revolution was 
associated with “an explosion of language silence, deaf and dumb layers of language” (in the 
manifesto “Our Foundation”). R. Jakobson argued that the futurist poetic language, due to its 
phonetic and semantic features, becomes “revolutionary” [Jakobson 1987 (1921): 274]. Anoth-
er participant in the “futuristic revolution”, B. Livshits, called one of his programmatic articles 
“In the citadel of the revolutionary word”, noting in it a radically new attitude to the word 
among the futurist poets [Livshits 2006 (1919)]. 

The October Revolution gave birth to a specifi c area of linguistic research - the “language 
of the revolution”. Thus, G. Vinokur in his article on “revolutionary phraseology” advocates 
for a linguistic policy based on the transformation of language, which he calls either “revolu-
tion in language”, or “language revolution” [Vinokur 1923: 106]. The infl uence of the social 
revolution of 1917 in Russia on language and linguistics was also studied in [Jakobson, 1921; 
Rempel 1921; Kartsevsky 1923; Selischev, 1928; Andreev 1929; Polivanov 1931]. However, as 
a rule, the metaphor-concept of “language revolution” was applied only to poetry; the language 
of everyday life was more often regarded as the “language of revolution”. More often than not, 
in these discussions, the expression “revolution in language” was justifi ed, and the “language 
revolution” was avoided because it seemed that in the last formula language acts as an actor and 
agent of the revolution, which is considered questionable by most linguists.

As can be seen from the list of works above on the theme “revolution and language”, pub-
lications on this issue cease to be published after 1931. It was from then on that an unoffi  cial 
ban on the use of “revolutionary” terminology and metaphorics was established. This ban lasted 
until the last years of the Stalin era. No other than Stalin himself, as late as in the 1950s, decided 
to speak on this matter in his pamphlet “Marxism and issues of linguistics”. Criticizing another 
Marxist, the French theoretician P. Lafargue, for using the phrase “sudden language revolution” 
(in the book Language and Revolution) as applied to language changes during the Great French 
Revolution, Stalin also criticizes those who apply the notion of revolution to language. “What 
has changed in Russia since the days of Pushkin?” he asks. And himself answers, “Virtually 
nothing. Even the October Revolution did not change the “great mighty Russian language””. 
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It’s a “sin to think”, he writes categorically, “that language must or can be changed: [Stalin 
1953: 10]. From Stalin’s viewpoint, all those who plot a “revolution in language” or even 
think about it are “quixotes”. Revolutionaries have no place in the Stalinist system of views. 
Therefore, the very word “revolution” becomes indiscriminate and disappears from later Soviet 
discourse on language, art and literature.
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polivanovis xelnawerebi rusuli enis evoluciis Sesaxeb revoluciis periodSi 
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Polivanov’s manuscripts on the evolution of the Russian language during the 
revolutionary period1

The Roman Jakobson fund preserved in the Literary Archive of the Museum of National Lit-
erature, Prague (erroneously, in the Archive of the Czech Academy of Sciences, see Polivanov 
1968: 44; Larcev 1988: 304) includes manuscripts of the distinguished Russian linguist Evgenij 
Polivanov (1891–1938). The materials of the Archive consist of Polivanov’s works, both pub-
lished and unpublished, on various topics and diff erent languages, together with some personal 
letters to Jakobson

Six folders (ca. 200 pages) contain three works (one of three, in two copies) on the evolution 
of the Russian language. 

One of these is a manuscript copy of Polivanov’s article O literaturnom (standartnom) jazyke 
sovremennosti (On today’s literary (standard) language) published in Rodnoj jazyk v škole 
(The Native Language in School; vol. 1, 1927). The other two, fragmentary articles are subject 
to analysis in this presentation. 

The fi rst manuscript has the title Ob evoljucii russkogo jazyka za revoljucionnyj period 
(1917-1933) (On the evolution of the Russian language during the Revolutionary period: 1917-
1933); judging by Polivanov’s existing bibliographies the work remains unpublished.

The second manuscript is a part of Polivanov’s brochure (‘bulletin’) on the post-Revolution-
ary Russian language (the beginning is lacking). It includes four chapters devoted to language 
evolution and its causes and the reform of Russian orthography and vocabulary. Thematically, 
the chapters are similar to Polinanov’s works published in Za marksistskoje jazykoznanie (For 
Marxist Linguistics), 1931, and K desjatiletiju orfografi českoj reformy (On the Occasion of 
the 10th Anniversary of the Orthography Reform), 1927. Some of the issues discussed in the 
brochure suggest that it was being written in early 1930-ies. No published version of the man-
uscript work has hitherto been discovered. 

These materials may shed a new light on Polivanov’s refl ections about post-Revolutionary 
Russian.

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042).
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bubrixis „axali SesaZleblobebi“ rogorc iafeturi Teoriis alternativa 
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Bubrix’s ‘New Opportunities’ as an alternative of the Japhetic Theory1

Dmitrij Vladimirovič Bubrix, the founder of Soviet Finno-Ugric studies, was active in the 
dramatic period of 1920s – 50s, when Marrism was fi ghting against Indo-European linguistics, 
politics and ideology interfering with scholarly disputes. 

Being Alexander Šaxmatov’s disciple devoted to the comparative method, Bubrix found 
himself in opposition to Japhetidology. Later on, however, he was forced to speak offi  cially in 
its support. In the fi eld of general linguistics, Bubrix was concerned with the problem of the 
origin of thinking and speech, relevant to Soviet linguistics of that time.

In July 1930, Bubrix presented to the Academy of Sciences an abstract of the paper ‘Major 
Problems and Current Issues of Linguistics’. A copy of this work is preserved in the Russian 
State Archive of Literature and Art in the Lunacharsky Fund (f. 279, inv. 2, doc. 319). Bubriх 
criticized Japhetidology for the lack of clear defi nitions of such basic concepts as ‘sentence’, 
‘word’, ‘phoneme’, the stage theory (hierarchy of synthetic, agglutinative and infl ectional lan-
guages) invented over a century ago and the lack of interest in specifi c languages, which made 
Japhetidology ‘powerless’ in language-building. He also accuses Japhetidology of formalism 
in some points, e.g. concerning the theory of kinetic speech as a predecessor of sound-speech.

His own theory of the origin of speech entitled ‘New opportunities’ was to replace the Ja-
phetic Theory as a major trend in Soviet linguistics. It should be observed that the two theories 
have much in common, e.g. sociological focus and interest in the origin of languages and their 
future.

However, Bubriх’s undeservedly forgotten theory might well be of interest not only for the 
history of linguistics, but for linguistics itself.

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042).
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„toponimikuri omis“ ZiriTadi aspeqtebi sabWoTa periodis saqarTveloSi

1921 wlis gazafxulze sabWoTa ruseTis mier saqarTvelos okupaciasa da 

aneqsias Sedegad mohyva mTeli imperiis teritoriaze moqmedi politikis kop-

irebac da zog SemTxvevaSi misi modificirebac. dapyrobil qveynebSi rusi-

fikatoruli enobrivi politikis ganuyofeli nawili iyo „toponimikuri ome-

bi“, rac ar ascdenia arc saqarTvelos:

• radikalurad Seicvala qveynis realuri gare sazRvrebi: ukve me-20 sauku-

nis 20-ian wlebSi istoriuli qarTuli teritoriebis didi nawili gadae-

ca TurqeTs, somxeTs, azerbaijansa da ruseTis federacias. imave dros 

qveynis teritoriaze gaCnda 3 avtonomia: afxazeTis xelSekrulebiTi 

sabWoTa socialisturi respublika (1931 wlidan avtonomiuri sabWoTa 

socialisturi respublika), aWaris avtonomiuri sabWoTa socialisturi 

respublika da samxreT oseTis avtonomiuri olqi, romelTagan araqar-

Tuli mosaxleoba arcerTSi ar aWarbebda qarTul mosaxleobas. 

• ikrZaleboda religiuri rwmenisa da sxva socialur-politikuri sistemis 

amsaxveli geografiuli saxelebi. magaliTad, gauqmda qarTuli, rusuli 

da azerbaijanuli religiuri semantikis komonimebi: qarT. martvili, sen-

aki, monasteri (axalgoris raionSi)...; rus. troickoe, spasskoe...; azerb. 

yaraqilisa „Savi eklesia“...; Seicvala ruseTis samefo dinastiis wevrTa 

saxelebTan da aristokratiasTan dakavSirebuli toponimebi: aleqseevka, 

olginskoe, ermolovski, evdokimovka... 

• iqmneboda komunisturi ideologiiT datvirTuli xelovnuri toponime-

bi, romlebic nawarmoebi iyo Tavisufleba, winsvla, proletariati, Sroma, 

ganTiadi, pirveli maisi, oqtomberi tipis sityvebisagan, anda komunistu-

ri ideologiis danergvis saqmeSi gansakuTrebuli wvlilis mqone pire-

bis gvarebisagan, saxelebisa da fsevdonimebisagan: karl marqsi, luqsem-

burgi, leninisi, leningori, staliniri (os. „stalini-oseTi“), stalinisi, 

orjonikiZe, cxakaia, gegeWkori, wulukiZe, somx. Jdanovakani, eliavakani, 

Saumiani, martuni, afxaz. lakoba, azerb. birliqi „erTianoba, erToba“...

• im raionebSi, sadac qveynis satitulo eTnosisagan gansxvavebuli eTni-

kuri jgufebi iyo warmodgenili, uqmdeboda erT-erTi eTnikuri jgu-

fis enaze arsebuli toponimebi da maT nacvlad akanonebdnen meore, an 

rusul enaze Seqmnil geografiul saxelebs. amgvari provokaciebi gan-

sakuTrebiT xSiri iyo komunistebis mier Seqmnil afxazeTis assr-sa da 

samxreT oseTis avtonomiur olqSi;

• eTnosTa Soris dapirispirebisaTvis simwvavis SenarCunebis mizniT ori 

eTnosis warmomadgenelTagan xan erT eTnikur jgufs eZleoda kart-blan-

SiT moqmedebis ufleba, xan _ meores. moqmedebis yalbi TavisuflebiT 

waqezebul pirebs ar ekrZalebodaT dausabuTebeli fsevdosamecniero 
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mosazrebebis Seqmna da gavrceleba, xolo meore mxares uzRudavdnen 

simarTlis Tqmis uflebas, rac avtomaturad amwvavebda intereTnikur 

urTierTobebs.

• afxazeTSi oTxjer (1925, 1935, 1978, 1988 ww.) Seiqmna specialuri komis-

iebi mxaris toponimTa dazustebis motiviT, xolo 1934 wels samxreT 

oseTis avtonomiuri olqis mxareTmcodneobis institutma osurad ga-

mosca broSura „samxreT oseTis dasaxlebuli punqtebis, mdinareebi-

sa da mTebis axali saxelebi“, romelSic wamoWrili iyo sakiTxi olqis 

komonimTa 63,1%-is mTlianad, an nawilobriv Secvlis Sesaxeb. rogorc 

afxaz da os mecnierTa cnobebidan Cans, xuTive SemTxvevaSi igegmeboda 

orive mxaris qarTuli toponimebis umravlesobis waSla geografiuli 

rukidan, an maTi fonetikur-morfologiuri saxis radikalurad cvla. 

amgvarma mcdelobebma daZaba afxazi da osi xalxebis urTierToba qarT-

velebTan, rasac isic daemata, rom 1938-1953 wlebSi afxazeTSi carizmis 

dros Seqmnil rusul, germanul da Turqul toponimTa jgufs Caenacv-

la araistoriuli qarTuli toponimebi: Sroma, Tavisufleba, leseliZe, 

salxino... miuxedavad imisa, rom am ukanaskneli aqciis dros rusuli, 

germanuli da Turquli geografiuli saxelebis adgili mcire raode-

nobis afxazurma toponimebmac daiWires da praqtikulad afxazuri eti-

mologiis mqone komonimebi ar akrZalula, afxazTa nawilma mainc miiCnia, 

rom qarTvelebma am gziT afxazTa eTnikuri uflebebi Selaxes.
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Aspects of toponymical war in Soviet Georgia

As a result of occupation and annexation of Georgia by Russia in Spring of 1921 current 
politics were copied and sometimes modifi ed throw-out the whole territory of the empire. Top-
onymical wars were inseparable part of language politics of Russia; and Georgia was not an 
exception:

• Actual external borders had been changed drastically: big part of historical Georgian bor-
ders was assigned to Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Russian federation by 1920s. At 
the same time 3 autonomous areas arose at the country’s territory: Soviet Socialistic Fo-
rum Republic of Abkhazia (Autonomic Soviet Socialistic Republic since 1931), Auton-
omous Soviet Socialistic Republic of Adjara and Autonomous Region of South Ossetia 
and in none of that regions non-Georgian population had never been more than Georgian 
population.

• Geographical names which represented religious beliefs and other social and political 
systems were banned. For example, comonyms of Georgian, Russian and Azeri religious 
semantics: Geo. Mart’vili, Senak’i, Monast’eri (in Akhalgori region)...; Rus. Troytskoe, 
Spasskoe...; Azeri Karakilisa, etc. were changed into toponyms related to names of royal 
dynasty and aristocracy of Russia: Alekseevka, Olginskoe, Ermolovsk, Evdokimovka…
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• Artifi cial toponyms were created stressed with communistic ideology, and was made up 
from words like freedom, progress, proletariat, labor, dawn, 1st of May, October or 
from last names and pseudonyms of persons who made important contribution into intro-
duction of communistic ideology: Geo.: Leninisi, Leningori, Stalinisi, Luksemburgi, 
Ordjonikidze, Tskhakaia, Gegetchkori, Tsulukidze...; Armen.: Zhdanovakan, Elia-
vakan, Martuni, Shaumyan...; Abkhaz.: Lakoba; Osset.: Stalinir “Stalin – Ossetia”, 
Azeri: Birlik “unity”…

• Ethnic groups diff erent from country’s titular ethnic ones are presented in those regions 
where toponyms of one of the languages was being abolished and replaced by another 
toponym or created using Russian language. Such kind of provocations often happened 
in autonomous region of South Ossetia and Autonomous Soviet Socialistic Republic of 
Abkhazia previously formed by communists. 

• With the goal in mind to keep the tension between two ethnos, representatives of one 
of the ethnos groups were given the right to act by cart blanches in rotation from time 
to time. False feeling of freedom gave encouragement to some persons, they were not 
limited to create and spread undocumented pseudo-scientifi c viewpoints, and at the same 
time another side was restrained from the right to speak the truth which automatically 
aggravated the inter-ethnic relationships.

• Special commissions were created four times in Abkhazia (1925, 1935, 1978, 1988) with 
the aim to defi ne toponyms of those areas. In 1934 Institute of the Study of Local History 
of the Autonomous Region of South Ossetia published the brochure on “New names of 
settlements, rivers and mountains of South Ossetia” which included the issue of ful-
ly or partly changing the 63.1% of comonyms of the region. References of Abkhaz and 
Ossetian scientists show that in case of all fi ve issues it was planned long before to erase 
Georgian toponyms of both parties from geographical maps or to completely change their 
phonetics and morphology. Such kind of attempt tensed relationships between Abkha-
zians and Georgian people. Moreover, Russian, German and Turkish toponymical groups 
created between 1938-1953 during Tsar period in Abkhazia were replaced by non-his-
toric Georgian toponyms: Shroma “Labor”, Tavisuphleba “Freedom”, Leselidze – sur-
name Georgian general, Salkhino “place of feast”… despite of the fact that Abkhazian 
toponyms took some place during this latest action of changing Russian, German and 
Turkish geographical names and practically no homonyms of Abkhaz etymology were 
prohibited. Although part of Abkhaz people considered that Georgians humiliated ethnic 
rights of Abkhaz people.
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The history of Afrikaans:
An example of how ideology infl uences the view on a language 

This paper addresses the question of how ideology may infl uence historical linguistic re-
search and vice versa. The data come from Afrikaans and the approach is a historiographic 
search through the literature on the genesis of Afrikaans. 

Afrikaans is now one of the eleven national languages of South Africa. The origin and de-
scent of this language has long been disputed. On the one hand one fi nds the South African Phil-
ological School (Den Besten 1986) and its forerunners such as Kloeke (1950) who defended a 
superstrate idea in which linguistic peculiarities of Afrikaans were seen as coming from dialect 
varieties of Dutch. Kloeke, a Dutch linguist and dialectologist, imputed a strong founder eff ect 
to the Dutch dialect that was the mother tongue of Jan van Riebeek, the leader of the fi rst Dutch 
settlement (1652-1662). 

The South African Philological School itself is associated with Apartheid (1960-1994) and 
the idea that the Dutch settlers, who called themselves Afrikaner Boer later, were sent by God 
to bring Christian civilization to South Africa and to protect the original inhabitants against 
murder, rape and violence. The language of these settlers, Dutch, was instrumental in bringing 
God’s truth to Africa. This school, represented by its most prolifi c writers J. du Plessis Scholtz 
and Edith Raidt (Den Besten 1987 and Roberge 2012), was mainly interested in the growth of 
standard Afrikaans and defended “the idea that Afrikaans gradually developed out of 17th and 
18th century nonstandard Dutch under the accelerating pressure of nonnative and sometimes 
broken Dutch as spoken by French Huguenots, Germans, Khoekhoen (Hottentots), and slaves” 
(Den Besten 1987: 67). For each feature that could be regarded as a creolism, a possible Dutch 
or European antecedent was sought and was subsequently proclaimed European under the slo-
gan “if a feature can possibly be European, then it must be European”(Holm 2012: 400). 

At the other extreme one fi nds scholars who defend an opposite view, which says that “Af-
rikaans is some kind of creole language” (Roberge 2012: 390). Early proponents of this idea 
are among others Schuchardt (Meijer & Muijsken 1977), Hesseling (1897, 1899) and Reinecke 
(1937) (Holm 2012: 399). In the days of Apartheid the leading historical linguistic view was 
that of the Philological School and which followed the Eurocentric philosophy of the Apartheid 
ideology. Advocates of a creole origin, such as the Dutch Romanist Valkhoff  (1966, 1972) were 
insulted or ridiculed as negrocentric (Van der Merwe 1982: 3, Hinskens 2009: 20). In a less 
emotional debate Raidt (1983: 191) blames Den Besten and other advocates of a creole genesis 
for not being able to apprehend the causes of the language changes at the Cape of Good Hope 
fully (Roberge 2012: 393). 

With the abolition of Apartheid the primacy of the Philological School disappeared. Now-
adays only right wing extremists, in South Africa and the Netherlands, defend an exclusive, 
direct and strong lineage from Dutch dialects to Afrikaans. Young Afrikaans poets and singer 
songwriters are proud to call themselves bastardized and Creoles and their language creolized 
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(De Vries 2012: 137). They claim to belong to Africa and not to Europe anymore. The genesis 
of their language is an argument for this claim. 

Recently, non-white speakers of Afrikaans started to emphasize the fact that the majority of 
Afrikaans speakers are coloured. Their varieties of Afrikaans, which were seen as substandard 
for a very long time, get more and more attention, also from a scholarly point of view. Contribu-
tions from this side stress the need to an ‘inclusive’ approach to the history of Afrikaans, which 
is also an eff ect of a recent ideological stance, that tries to give the coloured people of South 
Africa an equal place next to African people (Carstens & le Cordeur 2016). 
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Linguistic ideologies and academic practice

The linguistic ideologies salient within a community of speakers refl ect a variety of in-
ter- and intra-community issues, including the political and socioeconomic landscapes within 
which the community is situated as well as patterns of identity formation and legitimation. 
The ideological implications of these and other features have been widely considered (see e.g. 
Crowley 1989; Friedrich 1989; Gal 1989; Heath 1977; Irvine 1989; Kroskrity 1993); however, 
little attention has been given to the ways in which the perspectives and practices of language 
researchers aff ect ideological views. This paper seeks to develop this important perspective 
through an examination of the history of language-focused research, the disciplinary inheritanc-
es of those that participate in it, and the consequences of these factors for the individuals and 
communities connected to languages under study. Anthropological and ethnographic theories 
have been particularly instrumental in shaping linguistic practice, largely due to the shared his-
tory of anthropology and linguistics. A critical examination of the intersections of these fi elds 
and their implications for researchers is essential to understanding linguistic ideologies.

Taking the author’s ongoing fi eldwork in lower Central America as its inspiration, this paper 
develops a regionally defi ned case study that considers the complex historical relationships 
that have existed between ethnographic and linguistic practice and traces the ideological impli-
cations of these intersections for both researchers and the communities they study. Particular 
attention is given to the ways in which they have shaped and reshaped the ideological perspec-
tives that consciously or unconsciously condition academic research and to a consideration of 
the consequences of these ideologies for speakers and their communities. By tracing the parallel 
histories of linguistic research and language ideology in the region, it is possible to explore the 
ways in which researchers and the perspectives underlying their work can motivate the ideolog-
ical perspectives of communities and individuals. A review of this history off ers new perspec-
tives on language ideology that complement existing discourses and facilitates a more critical 
examination of how researchers and their methodologies interact with both the languages they 
study and the individuals/communities that speak them.
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sabWoTa epoqis qarTuli terminTSemoqmedeba 

pirveli qarTuli teqnikuri leqsikoni 1920 wels gamovida. misi avtorebi, 

ZiriTadad, emyarebodnen Zvel qarTvel mTargmnelTa terminTSemoqmedebis 

principebs da qarTul sityvaTwarmoebas aZlevdnen upiratesobas, Tumca 

brZola uwevdaT gansxvavebul SexedulebebTan, romelTa avtorebisTvis qar-

Tuli sityvaTwarmoeba drois kargva iyo. maTi azriT, yvela mecnieri msof-

lioSi erTnairi terminologiiT unda sargeblobdes (globalizaciis prob-

lema, rogorc mogexsenebaT, dRes ar dawyebula). teqnikosTa jgufis mTavari 

argumenti aseTi iyo: ucxo sityvebis moZaleba esperantos msgavs Jargons 

daamsgavsebs qarTuls da mecnierebi ki mxolod terminebiT erTmaneTs mainc 

verafers gaagebineben.

qarTuli sityvaTwarmoeba Sewyvita sabWoTa epoqam, 1925 wels filipe max-

araZe Tavad Caudga terminologiur komitets saTaveSi da daupirispirda ni-

kolaZeebiseul principebs. enas uxdeba ucxo sityvebi, _ aseTi iyo filipe 

maxaraZis azri Tu brZaneba, romelsac mohyva qarTuli terminebis gverdiT 

ucxo Sesatyvisebis gaCena, Semdeg umetesad qarTulis gaqroba.

sabWoTa epoqis memkvidreobis Sefaseba gansakuTrebul gulisyurs moiTxovs 

TanamedroveTagan. dRes umetesad ori urTierTsapirispiro Tvalsazrisia: 

1. am epoqisa yvelaferi SesaniSnavi, unaklo iyo; 

2. sabWoTa epoqaSi araferi Rirebuli ar Seqmnila da bevri ram Tavidan 

unda daviwyoT. 

sabWoTa memkvidreobis swor da dawvrilebiT analizs udidesi mniSvneloba 

aqvs nebismieri dargis ganviTarebisaTvis. am dros mravali SesaniSnavi mamuliS-

vili da namdvili mecnieri moRvaweobda, romlebic gansakuTrebul mokrZaleba-

sa da pativiscemas imsaxureben. aseT mecnierTa ricxvs miekuTvneba vukol ber-

iZe, romlis moRvaweobis guldasmiT Seswavlisas SesaniSnavad Cans, Tu rogor 

SeiZleba namdvili saqme akeTo ideologizebul saxelmwifoSic ki. 1935 wels 

misi redaqtorobiT gamocemul teqnikur leqsikons filipe maxaraZis sityvebi 

uZRvis da midgomac gansxvavebulia: 1920 wlis teqnikur leqsikonTan Sedare-

biT masSi ucxo sityvebi sWarbobs, magram imave vukol beriZem Tavad ganagrZo 

qarTuli terminTSemoqmedeba. Zveli qarTuli leqsikis gamoyenebiTaa Seqmni-

li, magaliTad, misi terminebi: mivlineba, Svebuleba. vukol beriZis statieb-

Si naTlad Cans misi damokidebuleba terminTSemoqmedebisadmi: „mTawmindelebi 

gvjobndnen, radgan isini namdvil qarTul terminebs qmnidnen“ an kidev: “ ucxo 

sityvebs qarTulsac vuwerT im imediT, rom qarTuli damkvidrdeba da droTa 

ganmavlobaSi ucxo saWiro aRar iqneba“. vfiqrob, vukol beriZis es sityvebi 

saxelmZRvanelo miTiTebebad unda miviRoT da gaviTvaliswinoT sabWoTa epoq-

is dargobrivi terminologiuri leqsikonebis redaqciisas. 

sabWoTa epoqaSi safuZveli Caeyara qarTul dargobriv terminologiur 

leqsikografias. arnold Ciqobavas saxelobis enaTmecnierebis institut-

Si Semonaxulia unikaluri masalebi, romlebSic asaxulia terminologiuri 

Sesatyvisebis dadgenis procesi. oqmebSi daculia mravali qarTuli termin-

is avtoris saxeli, rac farTo sazogadoebiTvis jerjerobiT cnobili ar 
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aris. am memkvidreobis Rirseuli dacva da ganviTareba TanamedroveTa val-

debulebaa, Sesabamisad, udidesi pasuximgeblobaa 21-e saukuneSi axali qar-

Tuli teqnikuri terminologiis leqsikonis gamocema, romelic, cxadia, unda 

iyos qarTuli tradiciuli terminologiuri principebiT Sedgenili da ara 

ubralod meqanikurad Targmnili. 
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Terminology work of the Soviet Era

The fi rst Georgian technical dictionary was published in 1920, authors of which mainly 
used the principles of Georgian terminology work as the basis of the dictionary. They preferred 
Georgian word-building, but had to fi ght against those who considered Georgian word-building 
as a waste of time. They thought that every scientist should use the same terminology (as you al-
ready know the problem of globalization hasn’t been started today). The main argument for the 
group of the technicians was: the fl ow of foreign words would make Georgian language similar 
to Esperanto and scientists would never be able to understand each other only with terms.

Georgian word-building was interupted in the Soviet Era. Philipe Makharadze became the 
head of the terminology committee and opposed the principles of Nikoladzes. Foreign words 
suit the language - that was the opinion or order of Philipe Makharadze and foreign words start-
ed to appear besides Georgian terms and Georgian equivalents mostly disappeared.

Special attention must be paid to the evaluation of the heritage of the Soviet Era. Nowadays 
two confl icting viewpoints exist: 

1. Everything concerned to the Soviet Era was excellent, perfect; 
2. Nothing valuable had been done in the Soviet Era and everything must be done from the 

beginning.
The correct and thorough analysis of the heritage of the Soviet Era has the great importance 

for the development of any branch of the science. Lots of splendid patriots and true scientists 
worked in that period and they deserve respect and esteem. Vukol Beridze is among them. The 
thorough investigation of his work can make it clear how the real work must be done even in 
ideologized state. He was an editor of the technical dictionary published in 1935. The introduc-
tion of the dictionary is presented by Philipe Makhradadze’s words and the attitude is diff erent 
as well: the dictionary contains much more foreign words comparing with the technical dictio-
nary of 1920, but Vukol Beridze himself continued Georgian term-building. Some of his terms, 
such as švebuleba “leave”, “time off ”, mivlineba “mission”, are created by using old Georgian 
vocabulary. Vukol Beridze’s real attitude towards terminology work is clearly seen through his 
articles: “Hagiorates were better, they created true Georgian terms” or more: “We write Geor-
gian words beside foreign ones with the hope that Georgian words will establish and foreign 
terms won’t be necessary after a period of time “. I think these words of Vukol Beridze must 
be regarded as the directive instruction and taken into consideration while wording the special 
fi eld terminology dictionaries of the Soviet Era.

Georgian specialized lexicology started in the Soviet Era. The proper development and pres-
ervation of the heritage is the obligation of the contemporaries and, therefore, it is the great 
responsibility to publish new Georgian technical dictionary in XXI century. It must be compiled 
with traditional terminology principles and mustn’t only be the mechanical translation. 
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winaswarmetyvelis sami saxe

moxsenebaSi ganixileba aleqsandre puSkins, mixeil lermontovsa da 

ioseb stalins Soris „dialogi“, romelic mociqulis Temas Seexeba. samive 

avtors Seqmnili aqvs leqsi, romelSic aRwerilia uflis mier maRali misiiT 

STagonebuli adamiani da misi valdebuleba, xalxs gadasces uflis sityva. 

magram samive leqsis protagonisti Zalze gansxvavdeba erTmaneTisgan.

es leqsebi asaxaven im periodis kulturul konteqsts, eTikur normebsa 

da maTi avtorebis pirovnul saxes. puSkinis leqsSi Cven vxedavT RvTaebis 

ZaliT sulierad gardaqmnil adamians, romlic mzad aris keTilSobil mi-

sias emsaxuros. puSkinisgan gansxvavebiT, lermontovis mociquls gandevnian 

swored isini, visTvisac mas RvTis sityva surda gadaeca. ioseb juRaSvili 

lermontovis pozicias iziarebs, magram yuradReba swored im xalxzea kon-

centrirebuli, romelic niSnis mogebiT, TiTqmis sixaruliT xvdeba RvTae-

brivi mociqulis jvarcmas. avtoris am midgomaSi cxadad gamosWvivis misi 

sakuTari xedva mociqulisa da xalxis urTierTobaze.

DODONA KIZIRIA
Indiana University, Bloomington, USA
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Three images of Prophet

The paper will discuss a “dialogue” between Alexander Pushkin, Mikhail Lermontov and 
Joseph Stalin on the topic of Prophet. All three authors have written a poem describing the mis-
sion of the anointed messenger and his encounter with the people to whom he should deliver the 
divine message. However, the images of these messengers are starkly dissimilar.

The poems refl ect the cultural context and ethical norms of the time they were written as well 
as the personalities of their authors. In Pushkin’s poem we see a man transformed spiritually 
and ready to embark upon his lofty mission, deliver God’s message to people. Lermontov in 
opposition to Pushkin’s noble character depicts a man chased away by those he is supposed to 
teach. Joseph Jugashvili takes the side of Lermontov, but shifts the emphasis from the prophet 
himself to the crowd. The most remarkable is the disdain, almost loathing the author expresses 
towards the people for whose benefi t God sacrifi ced his Son. The ungrateful and stupid mob 
does not deserve to be saved. One may argue that Stalin’s poem possibly reveals the authors 
personality as no other of his later writings. 
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General and comparative linguistics without ideological context1

One of the major problems of the history of Soviet linguistics is the mystery of its survival 
during and after the two periods, traditionally referred to as ‘destruction’, viz. the ‘New Teach-
ing of Language’ (alias ‘Marrism’) and its defeat by Stalin, later known as the ‘Cult of Person-
ality in Linguistics’. Both periods were characterized by pretension for the only materialist/
Marxist approach to language, but, reciprocally hostile, they were responsible for ideological 
meanders, to which scholarly milieu had to adjust itself. Under those, fairly adverse conditions, 
one and the same author could alternately censure Comparative/Indo-European linguistics from 
Marrist (= Marxist) standpoint, with the focus on its phonetic/phonological aspect, and Marrist 
(= pseudo-Marxist) approach to the same material from the opposite (Stalinist) point of view 
(cf. Decnickaja 1949 (“Marr and the Goals of Soviet Historical Linguistics”) and 1952 (“On 
the Infl uence of the New Teaching of Language on the Study of Comparative Indo-European 
Grammar”). The absurd resolved itself in the ‘linguistic per se’ portion and proportion of the 
writings in question, e.g. “The Inner Infl exion” (1935) or “Ablaut” (1937). With rare exceptions 
(e.g. Introduction to Japhetidology” by Meščaninov), neither of the two periods resulted in a 
linguistic theory distinct from the earlier Russian or contemporary Western theories. Hence, 
publication of the bourgeois classics of linguistics (Saussure, Vendryes, Sapir), references to 
them and the white-émigré Trubetzkoy, and textbooks of linguistics, including the ideologically 
unbiased “Introduction to Linguistics” by Reformackij (1947) used in University courses in 
spite of its being “a harmful textbook” (Filin) “on the leash of bourgeois linguistics” (Guxman). 
The ‘ideology – linguistic’ ratio in each work was the matter of individual choice, the latter’s 
ultimate predominance manifesting itself in the pari passu integration of Soviet linguistics with 
world scholarship shortly after 1953. 

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042).
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Fundamental notions of phonology: Segmentation1

Phonology appeared as a natural result of Saussure’s language – speech dichotomy, which 
determined its status as a separate branch of linguistics, concerned with the units of language, 
distinct from phonetics dealing with arbitrarily selected portions of unsegmented speech-chain. 
The question of the interrelation of the two, has been and still remains largely ideological (or 
ideologized), cf. the notorious ‘rupture’ of phonetics and phonology allegedly leading to the 
idealistic notion of language. In reality, ‘one science or two?’ is the question of the demarcation 
line between the two domains (resp. the materials that pertain to both and the methods of an-
alyzing these materials), before and after segmentation, including hypothetical segmentation, 
e.g. [ai] a vocoid and a contoid sequence phonetically. 

Theoretically, a phonetic sequence may include as many isolates (John Rupert Firth’s term) 
as can be discerned on the basis of one’s linguistic intuition resulting, primarily, from one’s 
knowledge of language(s). This forms the basis of hypothetical segmentation into ‘prospective’ 
units. 

This hypothetical segmentation must then be verifi ed by procedures to determine the status 
of the hypothetical ‘units’, i.e. segmentation proper, which consists in establishing linguistic 
boundaries, viz. (a) those of morphemes, the minimal signifi cant units (the fi rst segmentation, 
according to Martinet) and (b) segmentation of the exponent of the minimal signifi cant unit, 
normally, the morpheme, into minimal units of the plane of expression (Martinet’s second seg-
mentation). 

For example, the (phonetic) two-isolate [ai]-sequence has a morpheme boundary within it in 
Russian, e.g. in da-j ‘give!’ (imper.), vis-à-vis da-t’ ‘to give’, da-m ‘I will give’, etc., as well as 
a syllable boundary in daju [da-ju] ‘I give’, with resyllabation (“Gordina’s rule”). 

In the isolating languages (Chinese, Burmese, Vietnamese), the monomorpheme is normal-
ly a predominant morphological structure, hence, monomorphemic ‘words’, e.g. Chinese [ai] 

 ‘love’, and the absence of morphological boundaries. No resyllabation is possible in such 
words, either within a morpheme/word or at the word boundary, as in Russian tok ‘current’ – 
to-ka ‘current, gen. sg.’, therefore the exponent of the monomorphemic word must be regarded 
as the minimal unit of the ‘second segmentation’. 

In English, both morphemic and syllabic boundaries are possible after the [ai] sequence, 
[bai-iŋ] buying, but not within it, *[ba-jiŋ], which suggests that the sequence is monophonemic. 
The same applies to [pi:-tı] peaty, with a consonant between the two boundaries. But in [pıtı] 
pity no boundary, either morphemic or syllabic, is possible, which implies that the four-isolate 
complex is phonemically indivisible. 

Segmentation is the key notion of phonology, establishing the boundary between phonology 
and phonetics, and determining the nature of the units of the plane of expression in a given lan-

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042)
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guage and, in this way, the language typology:

1. PHONEMIC, having both vowels and consonants as minimal units of the plane of expres-
sion (Slavic, Romance languages); 

2. ISOLATING (erroneously, ‘syllabic’), with minimal units of the plane of expression co-
inciding with the exponents of the respective words/morphemes; hence, no vowel and 
consonant phonemes, nor syllables as /CV/-combinations.

3. MIXED TYPE, with phonemic long vowels/diphthongs and consonants, plus indivisible 
/VCV/-complexes. 
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Ideology of Linguistics in XX century and Oriental Languages

Structuralism, in its the diversity of schools after Saussure, remained the dominant trend of 
general linguistics in the 20th century, at least in the Soviet Union and post-Soviet space (ex-
cluding the period of marrizm, but relatively). Moreover, later directions of structuralism quite 
clearly became an attempt to overcome it: the Prague linguistic school, Generative linguistics, 
Ethno linguistics, Text linguistics etc. The main feature of structuralism (despite the postulation 
of dichotomies) is the consideration of the language in statics, as a certain system-organized 
“store” (of sign-units), opposed to speech. 

Meanwhile, the study of the language in dynamics allows to revise both its defi nition and 
boundaries, and to remove unnecessary contradictions between the separated language and 
speech. In many respects this would be facilitated by the study of isolating eastern languages as 
an independent object, regardless of the “European” models. 

The main error while exploring Chinese and other isolative languages is constant attempts 
to apply the methods and categories “from” the surface properties of infl ectional European 
languages, mostly Greek and Latin. Meanwhile, if to make Chinese a starting point, an “ideal 
object of linguistics”, the results obtained will help make linguistics much more universal, freed 
from many dogmas.

Systematically, the Chinese language is an isolating with the topic prominence; therefore, 
the central point of the description (which should come from the syntax, but not the morphol-
ogy and / or vocabulary) will be the Topic & Comment, categories that Yuen-Ren Chao (1968) 
and Li&Thompson (1976) viewed mostly as purely syntactic. But really Topic and Comment 
are basic also for psycholinguistic process, for text / discourse, for typology and formation of 
parts of speech etc. In this case, inlexional languages can be regarded as no more than a pos-
dible case, a part of more general theory. Therefore, with the central role of Topic&Comment, 
the very notion of Language can be revised: as a permanent fl ow of predicating operations, e.g. 
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constant process of mutual transformations of the binary topic structures. Concerning this, a 
poly-dimensional model of the Language can be proposed including axes of levels and genera-
tion-perception. The model is dynamic, with its own dynamic structure, and strictly opposed to 
any structuralism postulates; it allows to remove contradictions between language and speech 
and to get rid of static dichotomy approach. 

 From this point, many linguistic schools after Saussure, including marrizm and, for exam-
ple, semiodynamics (smashed in the Soviet Union in 1960-70s), can be analyzed as less or more 
revolutionary on the way to the dynamic vision.
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Some ideological aspects in Gustave Guillaume’s linguistics 

During his teaching career which culminated in the posthumous publication of a respect-
able collection of works entitled Leçons de linguistique, the French linguist Gustave Guillau-
me (1883-1960), a pupil of Antoine Meillet, covered languages the degree of development 
of which was considered quite diff erent to that of Indo-European languages. In particular, he 
labelled as “less developed” certain languages like Basque, Chinese and others certainly stud-
ied less by the linguists of the 19th and early 20th century than those, most notably, of the late 
1900s. This study aims, therefore, to bring together Guillaume’s thoughts on these languages 
within a framework that perfectly refl ects some general ideological point of view of this time. 

Guillaume developed a theory of general linguistics known as “psychomechanics of lan-
guage” or “systématique du langage” which has survived thanks to thousands of handwritten 
pages published in Canada since the beginning of the 1970s.

There are points that are diffi  cult to interpret in his refl ections. I would like to talk about one 
of them pointing at the most notable ideological Guillaume’s position, given that he was used 
to refer to French as a language “très évoluée” and to Chinese, Semitic and African languages 
as “less evolved” ones.
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Ideological factor in the development of Ukrainian Soviet linguistics: the experience 
of the 20s-40s of the 20th century

The present report is concerned with the infl uence of the Soviet ideology on the subject 
matter and prospects of developing linguistic ideas by Ukrainian researchers. The object of 
the report is to study: 1) the relationship between the policy of cultural construction and the 
development of linguistic areas; 2) the infl uence of Marr’s “new language doctrine”, which 
was offi  cially recognized by the Soviet party leaders, on the subject matter of linguistic works; 
3) the role of Soviet ideology in compromising the reputation of Ukrainian linguists as “bour-
geois nationalists”. The references include the linguistic publications of the 20s-40s of the 20th 
century and the texts of institutional discourse, for the analysis of which a combined linguistic, 
social, and political approach has been developed. The theoretical background of the study 
includes the works on the interaction between ideology and language (M.Bakhtin, C.Hutton, 
H.Matsyk, et al.).

1. It has been brought into focus that linguistic construction in the Ukrainian Soviet Republic 
(1922-1930) generated a social request for the study of the Ukrainian language, which obtained 
the status of a state language for the fi rst time. The theory of literary language formed around 
the opposition “folk language” - “literary language” and involved the isolation and justifi cation 
of the Ukrainian language norms, its stylistic varieties, the distinctive features of codifi cation in 
various sources, and the signs of speech within various social groups. Phonetics, dialectology, 
grammar, linguistic didactics, and terminological lexicography were intensively developing. 
Ideas, relevant for the development of future directions, including sociolinguistic studies, eth-
nolinguistics, and psycholinguistics, were emerging vigorously. A.Krymsky, O.Kurylo et al. 
were among the representatives of these evolving fi elds.

2. “The danger of great nations’ nationalism” proclaimed by the Communist Party of the 
USSR in 1930 led to the curtailment of the Ukrainian language functions as a state language. 
Commencing from 1933, exclusively “Marxist-Leninist linguistics” had a chance for devel-
opment. Hence, there arose an opposition between Ukrainian linguistics as bourgeois one and 
Soviet linguistics with Marr’s “new language doctrine”. New themes were introduced: class 
nature of language, language as a superstructure over society productive forces, the connection 
of social formation and semantics, Japhetic theory, etc. The works of that period reveal the 
interaction of social and individual not within the context of Saussure’s ideas, but against the 
background of “Marxist-Leninist linguistics” (N. Kaganovich, et al.)

Resulting from the offi  cial introduction of Marr’s ideas to linguistic writings, new schemes 
of analysis, associated with the application of paleographic method and the ideas of Lenin’s 
linguistic policy, came into existence. The study of the Ukrainian language at schools began to 
refl ect the ideological line of the party (І.Khalifman, et al.)

3. The infl uence of Soviet ideology led to the prohibition of research results obtained prior 
to 1933, as well as to a physical destruction of scientists and a taboo against their names after 
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the Second World War. Research results had been concealed up to the collapse of the USSR. 
Researching the infl uence of party ideology on the development of the ideas of Ukrainian lin-
guistics in the 20s-40s of the 20th century complements understanding the nature of the Soviet 
linguistic tradition.
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Eff acing Panslavism: The Misrepresentation of Jan Kollár, Ljudevit Gaj, and Ľudovít Štúr

 
In the early nineteenth century, several Slavic intellectuals believed in a single Slavic nation 

speaking a single language, though positing various taxonomies of the nation’s component 
“tribes” and the language’s component “dialects.” Nevertheless, twentieth and twenty-fi rst cen-
tury scholars, both historians and linguists, prove so extraordinarily unwilling to acknowledge 
the existence of such Panslavism that several falsify the historical record. Evidently, scholars 
are retroactively imposing contemporary taxonomies onto the past. Twentieth and twenty-fi rst 
century scholars do not view Russians, Poles or Czechs as “tribes” of a Slavic nation, nor do 
they see Russian, Polish and Czech as “dialects” of a single Slavic language. Contemporary 
beliefs about nationhood and language-hood apparently prevent scholars from acknowledging 
that nineteenth-century historical actors had other ideas. Indeed, scholars seem unwilling even 
to accurately reproduce nineteenth-century taxonomies even as reported speech. This paper 
specifi cally discusses the Slovak poet Jan Kollár, the Croatian journalist Ljudevit Gaj, and the 
Slovak politician and author Ľudovít Štúr. The paper documents their belief in a Slavic lan-
guage and nation, and documents the misrepresentation of their ideas in the relevant historiog-
raphy. Scholars apparently impose contemporary national categories not only to describe the 
putative ethnographic or linguistic “reality,” but when summarizing the beliefs, attitudes, and 
perceptions of historical actors.

A new look at nineteenth-century Slavic thought is necessary. Scholars must restore 
Panslavism to its proper place in the history of Slavic nationalisms. A new look at Slavic lin-
guistic thought off ers particularly rich possibilities for historical analysis, if only because social 
scientists and historians have until now mostly abandoned the fi eld to linguists. Linguists are 
trained to evaluate linguistic ideas in terms of “correctness,” an irrelevant yardstick in the study 
of linguistic nationalism. Nevertheless, both linguists and historians apparently have diffi  cul-
ty analyzing failed linguistic nationalisms. Scholars re-examining Panslavism should, as far 
as possible, base their accounts on primary sources. The scholarly literature on Panslavism, 
and particularly the linguistic aspects of Panslavism, is demonstrably unreliable. Interpreting 
Panslav scholars in light of subsequent national categories, scholars have repeatedly misrepre-
sented historical actors, routinely misrepresenting quotations from primary sources.
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Generativism vs. sociolinguistics: (re)interpreting a linguistic controversy in the light 
of social change and the Cold War

The simultaneous emergence during the 1960s of the generative paradigm, on the one hand, 
and sociolinguistics as well as other usage-based approaches to language, on the other hand, 
represents one of the most signifi cant turning points in the history of 20th century linguistics. 
Both paradigms have often been conceived as antagonistic not only due to the diff erence in 
research aims and methods, but also because of their divergence in the underlying conceptions 
of language: whereas the entire apparatus of the Chomskyan approach is built on the notion 
‘linguistic competence’ (and therefore related to the Saussurean ‘langue’, according to some 
auhtors), sociolinguistics and other related approaches conceptualize language as a tool used in 
and shaped by socially embedded interactions.

In this paper we argue that the emergence of both paradigms should not be presented solely 
in these antagonistic terms nor understood merely as a controversy among scholars. Instead, we 
adopt a broader perspective that takes into account the ongoing social tensions in the Western 
world (e.g. confl icts between ethnic groups and of social class in the USA) as well as the need 
for Western societies to position themselves in the context of the Cold War with respect to the 
value systems proposed by their communist and socialist counterparts. In this light, the explicit 
references to education, social opportunities and equality that we can fi nd in the literature of 
both linguistic traditions can be interpreted as an attempt to engage in the ongoing socio-politic 
discussion. One of our main fi ndings is that authors of both traditions try to position their theo-
retical contributions as co-aligned with progressive ideas, in spite of the irreconcilable concep-
tual diff erences between the linguistic frameworks they propose.
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The phenomenon of Russkaja jazykovaja kartina mira: a critical approach

In the last three decades, the Russian linguistic scenario has witnessed the return of the prin-
ciple of linguistic relativity (Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis), according to which lexical and gram-
matical structures of a language determine thought processes and aff ect the way speakers per-
ceive, conceptualize and understand the world.

Within this framework, of huge popularity became the concept of Russkaja jazykovaja karti-
na mira (“Russian language picture of the world” – henceforth RJKM), as proven by the amount 
of works published by scholars working within the Russian Academy of Sciences and Ph.D. 
thesis defended in several Russian universities. These scholars claim that the meaning of certain 
Russian words and expressions gives shape to representations, stereotypes and psychological 
reactions peculiar to Russian people. As stated by the New Moscow School of Conceptual 
Analysis, the Russian language determines a “worldview [elsewhere referred to as ‘nation-
al character’, ‘ethnic mentality’ or ‘ethnic consciousness’] inevitably imposing itself on all 
speakers”. On the one hand, the vast majority of Russian academics work within the RJKM 
framework; on the other hand, Western scholars – with the exception of Wierzbicka – and few 
Russian scholars affi  liated to Western Institutions show harsh scepticism towards this idea.

My paper aims to illustrate some problematic aspects of the RJKM. First, I will provide an 
overview of the phenomenon, focusing on the works by Zaliznjak, Levontina, Šmelëv (2012), 
Rylov (2006), Ter-Minasova (2000), and Wierzbicka (1992, 1997). Then, I will present some 
critical views towards their positions, e.g., Chajrov (2013), Pavlova & Bezrodnyj (2010), Séri-
ot (2008), and Gebert (2006). Finally, I will claim that research on the RJKM tends to a sort 
of ‘nationalism in language’ and recycles some ideas that have long been debated in Russia. 
The insisted uniqueness of Russian people – as in the myth of the Russian soul, perpetrated by 
Wierzbicka and Šmelëv – and the claim of Russia covering a special position between Europe 
and Asia – mirrored in myth of Moscow as Third Rome – remind the Slavophil ideology. Rus-
sia is great, in terms of spatial dimension, and so are its language and its people, thus trans-
ferring a geographical value to cultural, political, and moral dimensions. The idea that Russia 
diff ers from an indefi nite “West”, in particular from America (again a vague terminology as in 
Ter-Minasova 2000) feeds the ideology of national superiority, as it was in Soviet times, and it 
goes beyond the boundaries of linguistics.
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Linguistics and ideology in the Literary Encyclopaedia (Moscow, 1929–1939)1

Literaturnaja enciklopedija [Literary Encyclopaedia] is an 11-volume reference edition cov-
ering the issues of theory and history of literature. The articles devoted to linguistics by S. 
Bernstein, D. Bubrix, N. Deratani, K. Dondua, J. Loja, N. Marr, E. Polivanov, N. Poppe, M. 
Sergiyevsky, R. Shor, L. Ščerba and others are concerned both with linguistic concepts (e.g. 
Grammar, Sentence, Syllable, etc.) and with individual languages or groups of languages.

The portion that was not included in the fi nal version of the Literary Encyclopaedia is pre-
served in the Russian State Archive of Literature and Art in Moscow (RGALI, fund 623). The 
archival materials contain traces of the editing stage, e.g. the editors’ and authors’ comments in 
the manuscripts, cf. Polivanov’s notes in the unpublished article on Basque: “I am not writing 
about Marr and two Uhlenbeck’s works, anyway Šor [editor of the linguistic division of the 
Encyclopaedia — A. S.] will get angry and write it herself” (f. 623, inv. 1, doc. 105, p. 95). “We 
could get into a mess again,” — R. Šor writes regarding V. Lytkin’s article on Komi literature 
(later replaced by another author’s article) keeping in mind that some of the authors mentioned 
were in emigration, so it was not ideologically correct to discuss them (ibid., doc. 122, p. 5). 
The fund also has an interesting letter to the editor by I. Malay (1932; ibid., doc. 130, p. 19). 
I. Malay commissioned to submit an article on Moldavian literature; he writes: “It has now 
become clear that the new course in language policy is being established in Moldavian ASSR 
in the sense that the further development of Moldavian should have it as its aim to make under-
standable to all the Moldavians no matter where they live <...>. This new goal implies that it is 
necessary to revise fundamentally the whole article.”

The materials hitherto unknown include twenty-fi ve articles by Polivanov, up until 1932. 
After that, the editors of the Encyclopaedia ceased to commission publications from Polivanov 
who, at the time, was being persecuted for his views including anti-Marrism.

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042).
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What did Stalin have to say to Marr? 
(The relationship between form and content / between language and thought)1

Stalin’s « intervention » in the linguistic debate in 1950 has been thoroughly studied from 
the political, historical and sociological points of view. As far as linguistics is concerned, it has 
been usually considered as being totally devoid of any scientifi c value, or at best, as a pack of 
common sense small talk.

Nonetheless, I will try to demonstrate that, as a matter of fact, a deep philosophical and 
epistemological question is involved in this discussion. What is at stake is a question which had 
been at the core of cultural issues in Russia: the relationship between form and content, between 
language and thought, between sign and referent.

Stalin has a fundamental reproach to address to Marr: separating language and thought. True, 
Marr builds the utopia of a future universal language “freed from the sound material”, true, he 
was contradictorily involved both in form and function, maintaining that semantics was more 
important than morphology. But at the same time, thought for him was knowable only through 
the forms of language, fi rst in lexicon, then in syntax.

The paradox is that Stalin and Marr are both perfectly convinced that a form without a con-
tent is not a form, as well as a content without a form is not a content. What is fascinating is 
that this idea of an indissoluble link between language and thought is that it is tantamount to 
the main principle of such diff erent thinkers as A. Losev or R. Jakobson. Here, the shadow of 
Humboldt is pervasive.

The aim of this paper is to view the 1950 linguistic discussion on the background of the 
scientifi c ideas of the Stalin epoch in Soviet linguistics and to test Lotman’s and Uspenskij’s 
hypothesis of Russian culture as being based on expression, opposed to Western culture based 
on content. 

1 The research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant nr. 16-18-02042).
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Italian-speaking communities on the northern Black sea coast: languages and identities 
across the 20th century1

The paper will investigate issues in linguistic and ethnic politics in southern Soviet Union 
and the destiny of Italian-speaking communities (Italians and Swiss) settled on the northern 
Black sea coast and in Crimea region.

We will examine how, during the 1920’s and 1930’s, Soviet linguist Vladimir Shishmarëv 
undertook his linguistic investigations in that villages in order to understand their ethnic identi-
ty and the role of their mother tongue (Italian dialects) in the process of their accommodation in 
Soviet state. These unique materials have never been presented to an international community, 
and it will be our fi rst aim at the conference. These materials will show how during the early 
1930’s, Italian speakers had chance to develop their identity in a relatively free manner. We 
will emphasize the linguistic view on Italian-speaking communities with regard to linguistic 
theories of that epoch of “language building” [’jazykovoe stroitel’stvo’]. The aim is to validate 
whether linguistic investigations helped to maintain Italian speaking communities.

Shishmarëv in his study Romanskie poselija na Juge Rossii written in the middle 1930’s but 
edited in 1957, describes some important features of the life in the Italian-speaking communi-
ties: usage of the Italian language, of dialects, education, religion and contact with neighboring 
villages. He shows in his research the examples of non-peaceful contacts of Italian-speaking 
colonists with their neighbors. 

In the course of our research we are planning to highlight the relationships between the Ital-
ian-speaking population and the local (Russian than Soviet) administration. To restore the full 
picture of the life of the settlers we have to refer to some key-moments of the Russian history of 
that period: 1905 revolution, World War I, 1917 revolution, World War II. The very last testimo-
nials on the Italian-speaking people coming back to Italy and Switzerland will be also analyzed.

We will than examine the problem of discrimination and repression of Italian-speaking pop-
ulation during the years 1941-1944, when they were deported to Kazakhstan. Italian-speaking 
community experienced demographic, social and cultural death. It led to the language shift to-
wards monolingualism. Only some persons of the older generation managed to maintain some 
knowledge of their mother dialects. But still, we will show how in this particular political sit-

1 This paper has been prepared as part of joint an ongoing Project “Swiss communities in Crimea and Northern 
Black Sea coast: linguistic and identity’s aspects” supported by the Swiss National Research Foundation and the 
Russian Foundation for Humanities, 2016-2018
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uation, the knowledge of some Italian dialects, even partly, constituted a part of their ethnical 
identity. 

Reference:
V.F. Shishmarëv, 1957: Romanskie poselija na Juge Rossii [’Romance-speaking settlements on the 

south of Russia’], Leningrad.
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The Abkhaz analytical alphabet of N. Ja. Marr. 
Evolution, revolution and language planning

The present paper features a brief history of the transcription-transliteration system that the 
academician Nikolay Yakovlevich Marr created on the basis of the Roman alphabet, with the 
addition of sublinear and supralinear marks, at the end of the 19th century.

Originally devised for the graphic representation of Georgian and Armenian languages, after 
further development it was applied to the graphic rendition of all Caucasian languages, which 
were considered to form a single language family, called Japhetic.

Further, in 1926 a variant of it was adapted to the consonant-rich Abkhaz and introduced 
as its offi  cial alphabet; because of its too complicated character, however, it was replaced two 
years later by a more suitable Latin-based alphabet.

Like the whole linguistic activity of its creator, this system, which was diff erently labeled 
(Japhetidological transcription, analytical alphabet, Abkhaz analytical alphabet), off ers a quite 
interesting overview of the epistemological and theoretical issues that were on the agenda in 
the twenties and thirties. Strongly criticised by famous exponents of Soviet linguistics (among 
them E. D. Polivanov and N. F. Yakovlev), the Abkhaz analytical alphabet can be only partially 
considered as Marr’s personal contribution to the Latinisation movement during the cultural 
revolution.

Our analysis tries to highlight the correlation between the cultural climate change before and 
after the October revolution and the ideological interpretation and epistemological evolution of 
Marr’s analytical alphabet.
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The fi rst decade of Caucasology in Oslo as refl ected in the archives

When professor Hans Vogt in 1973 looked back at half a century of research on Caucasian 
languages in Oslo, he pointed at the importance of comparative research on the Caucasian lan-
guages:

50 years ago these tasks were perceived as particularly urgent, as there was all reason to be-
lieve that many of these languages would be lost without a trace as a consequence of the social 
turmoil that could be expected to follow in the wake of the Russian revolution.

(Vogt 1973: 9). 
Vogt concluded that this was one of the main factors behind the decision to embark on sys-

tematic research on this topic by the newly founded Institute of Institute for Comparative Re-
search in Human Culture in Oslo. Already in August 1923, the year following the founding of 
the Institute, the prominent Norwegian Indo-Europeanist Sten Konow and young linguists Alf 
Sommerfelt and Georg Morgenstierne signed a statement concerning the planning of a Norwe-
gian linguistic expedition to the Caucasus. 

The contribution of this paper is to further look into the background, motivations and im-
plementation in the 1920s of these research plans on the basis of letters and other unpublished 
archival documents kept at the Norwegian State Archive in Oslo.
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Scientist and manager: N. Marr in 1924-1930

In the history of science N. Marr occupies a special place. He was recognized during life 
and debunked after death. Time has made its own adjustments to the evaluation of the scientif-
ic heritage of Nikolay Yakovlevich Marr. In spite of the fact that our science rejects the “new 
doctrine of language”, Marr has many scientifi c achievements in various humanitarian fi elds. 
He was a multifaceted scientist: philologist, archaeologist, historian, translator, scholar of Cau-
casian studies, museum worker, librarian. Marr has always been at the center of all transforma-
tions, taking part in the innovations, be it the Academy, the University or the Russian National 
Library. As a historian, Marr has been always attracted by the library with its richest materials. 
The library, in his opinion, was a brilliant testing ground in order to confi rm in practice some 
of the provisions of his “new teaching on language”. Perhaps that is why, despite his incredible 
employment, he agreed to the invitation of the library to assume the post of director. Academi-
cian N. Marr was the second and the last elected director in the history of the library. He was 
very responsible for his duties. Improving the service of readers was the constant concern of 
the director. For six and a half years (1924-1930) Nikolay Marr completely transformed the 
management of one of the largest libraries in the world. This is an the interesting page from the 
life story of N. Marr, which cannot be forgotten.
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